
Association of Pakistani 
Physicians of New England 
(APPNE) Website Terms of Use 
Statement
Do not use this site for medical emergency 
services. Call 911 or your local emergency 
service. 

Disclaimer
Please read these terms and conditions of use carefully before using this 
site. By using this site, you agree to these Terms and Conditions. If you do 
not agree to all of the Terms and Conditions of this Agreement, do not use 
this site. These Terms and Conditions may be revised and updated at any 
time. Please periodically review the Terms and Conditions because your 
continued usage of this site will mean that you accept those changes.

This website does not give medical advice!
The content of the APPNE website is provided for general information only 
and is not intended in any way to substitute for professional medical advice. 
Neither the content nor any other service offered through the APPNE 
website is intended to be relied upon for medical diagnosis or treatment. 
Information obtained on this site may not be appropriate for your situation. 
Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health 
professional if you have any concern about your health.

APPNE is not responsible for the content of any articles or responsible for 
the content of any linked non-APPNE sites that are accessible from this 
website. APPNE is providing this information as a public service only and 
no guarantees or warranties are made or implied regarding such 



information. Readers are encouraged to confirm the information contained 
herein with other reliable sources.

All material contained on this website is provided "as is" for general 
informational purposes only and should not be considered medical advice. 

In no event shall APPNE be liable for any direct, special, indirect, 
exemplary, punitive, consequential, or other damages whatsoever 
resulting from the use of the website or material, whether in an action 
of contract, negligence or other action, arising out of or in connection 
with the use or performance of this website. In addition, APPNE 
assumes no responsibility, and shall not be liable for any damages to or 
any viruses that may infect your computer equipment, device, or software 
because of your access, use of or borrowing in this or any other site. You 
assume all responsibility and risk for your use of this site, site-related 
services, and linked websites.

Readers are prohibited from posting or transmitting any unlawful, 
threatening, libelous, defamatory, obscene, scandalous, inflammatory, 
pornographic or profane material, or any material that could constitute or 
encourage conduct that would be considered a criminal offense, give rise to 
civil liability or otherwise violate applicable law.

You may not modify, remove, delete, augment, add to, publish, transmit, 
participate in the transfer or sale of, create derivative works from, or in any 
way exploit any of the content, in whole or in part.

Privacy Policy:
APPNE is committed to protecting your privacy. We have designed our 
website to allow you to visit most areas without identifying yourself or 
providing personal information. For those APPNE areas where you elect to 
provide identifiable information, we assure you that we will make every 
effort to protect your privacy. We do not collect any payment (credit or debit 
card) info. We have tried to address many common questions and issues in 



our privacy policy. If you have any questions that we do not answer here, 
please send us an e-mail.

Does APPNE ask for your information?
APPNE may ask for your name, e-mail address and other information when 
you become a member so that we can provide you with relevant 
information and services or respond to your questions, display content that 
is restricted to members only. APPNE also collects basic information from 
our donors to acknowledge their donation. We do not collect any payment 
(credit or debit card) info. 

How does APPNE use personal information?
The goal of APPNE in collecting information about you is to make sure, you 
are eligible to be our member. We also collect basic information to identify 
you when you make a donation on our website so that your donation is 
acknowledged.

Will APPNE disclose your information?
APPNE does not disclose your information to third parties except as 
described below, when we believe in good faith that the law requires 
disclosure. Any other disclosure will require your permission. 

APPNE does not own or control third parties, third parties are responsible 
for how they use personal information. APPNE has no responsibility or 
liability for their actions or policies. For further information about how a third 
party uses personal information, please refer to their posted policies or 
contact the third party directly.

Will APPNE disclose my e-mail address to others?
No, APPNE will not disclose your e-mail address to people outside APPNE.

Will APPNE use my information for direct mailings?
APPNE may on occasion send you information regarding our events and 
programs. Only APPNE (or those working on the behalf of APPNE) will 
send you this information. If you do not want to receive this information, 
simply send us a message to let us know.

mailto:appne1947@gmail.com

